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EQUIPE GTS GOES
TO
ZANDVOORT

Steven Winter leads the middle field out of Gerlachbocht (EVDS)

The weekend of 3-4 June saw the
Equipe GTS series make its first
overseas trip for several years. We
were at Zanvoort just outside
Amsterdam in The Netherlands to
take park in the Pinksterraces
weekend.
Zandvoort is a circuit steeped in
history; first inaugurated in 1948 it
was the home of the Dutch GP until
1985. The track was changed in
the late eighties and made smaller,

but kept the GP circuit in field
section. What remains is a very
challenging
but
also
very
rewarding circuit quite unlike
anything in the UK.
The circuit is a 15 minute walk from
the beach, with the town of
Zanvoort very close by. While not
racing you can take some time out
to sunbathe or have some food
and drink in the cafes along the
beach front.

Richard Lawson rounding Hugenholtzbocht (DVZP)
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Despite a very hot day on the Friday for free
practice, we had rain Saturday morning for
the qualifying session, this seemed to please
one driver in the paddock immensely; Tom
Smith. However the light rain soon passed
over and the sun started to dry the track out.
It was Simon Cripps that managed to set the
fastest time of 2:09.091 followed by Tom
Smith on 2:09.845. The TVR of Rob cull took
the final spot in the top 3 with a 2:11.304,
Mark Ashworth also in a TVR took P4.

David Russell-Wilks qualified in P14 (EVDS)

Further down the order the field was very
closely matched, just over 2 seconds
separated the cars from P7 all the way down
to P17. As we see so often with Equipe GTS
we were guaranteed of close racing
throughout the whole race, and not just with
the drivers at the front.

Simon Cripps took pole (EVDS)
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MARK ASHWORTH TAKES

VICTORY IN RACE ONE

Overall winner or race one Mark Ashworth (EVDS)

For the first race of the weekend the sun was
blazing down and 24 beautifully prepared
cars lining up with the sand dunes behind
really was a spectacular sight. Simon Cripps
made a good start and lead for the opening
laps, closely followed by Rob Cull and Mark
Ashworth both who had made good starts to
pass Tom Smith going into the first corner.
On lap 3 Mark Ashworth managed to find a
way past Simon Cripps to claim the lead. A
safety car on lap 4 caused racing to be put on
hold temporarily; the Jordan/Luke Spencer
car had a broken rear axle and Martin
Richardson suffered a broken halfshaft in
virtually the same place on the circuit.
Jonathan Smare leads Richard Lawson (EVDS)
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Simon Cripps took P2 in race one (DVZP)

When the safety pulled in it was first
place man Mark Ashworth that made
the most of the restart, he was able
to pull out a slight gap from Simon
Cripps and hold this for the last 3
laps to take overall victory with
Cripps in P2. A spin by Rob Cull at
Tarzan dropped him back to P8,
leaving Tom Smith to take third
overall.
Pete Foster in the TR4 had managed
to fight his way up to P4 but Rob
Spencer and Andrew Bentley were
able to get past him in the final
stages pushing him down to P6.
Spencer took P4 with Bentley in P5,
closely followed by Robin Ellis in the
beautiful Lotus Elite who took P7.
Mike Lillywhite drove a good race to
take P9 and Robi Bernberg rounded
off the top 10.

We were delighted with the variuety of cars that raced with us (DVZP)
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MARK MAKES IT A DOUBLE
The weather for the second race on
the Sunday was equally as good as
the day before. There was a 20
minute grid walk before the start, the
display of cars really was spectacular
and quite a crowd was present to look
over them.
Mark Ashworth, fresh from Saturday’s
victory, started on pole; he made a
very strong start setting a blistering
lap time on his second tour. Simon
Cripps was able to stay with him but
unable to find a way past despite a
very determined effort. Mark took a
well-deserved victory with Simon
Cripps tasking an equally well
deserved second place overall.

Tom Smith again drove well to take
P3, Rob Cull looked set to take P4,
but a mechanical failure on lap 12
saw this chance disappear and Rob
Spencer take the position.
Pete Foster was able to make up
some positions after losing out in the
opening laps, he managed to pilot the
blue TR4 to P5 overall, this time
ahead of Andrew Bentley who took
P6. After a slight excursion into the
gravel at Shievlak, Robin Ellis was
able to make several places back to
take P7 ahead of Robi Bernberg and
Ivan Hayward both in TVRs. Richard
Lawson in the Blue MGB with Saltire
painted roof completed the top 10.

The cars looked stunning for the gridwalk (DRW)

Mark Ashworth leads the field in race 2 (EVDS)
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BBQ AT SANDYHILL BEACH CLUB
On Saturday evening a BBQ was
arranged for all the drivers and their
partners/team at the Sandyhill
Beach Club. We had a large
outside area reserved for us with
delicious barbecued food and
plenty to drink.

The whole weekend had a definite
holiday atmosphere to it, no doubt
helped by the sun and the beach,
but what could be better than
racing with your friends during the
day and partying with them in the
evening too?

For many of our drivers it was their
first time at the circuit, even the first
ever overseas race for some. We
really hope to be back here next
year for more of the same.
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We enjoyed some great racing at Zandvoort, we look
forward to seeing you at Silverstone for MG Live
with 87 drivers it will be our biggest event ever
Best Regards
Rob and John
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